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Member Priority
Viewing of
Peninsula East
Situated at a prime location, Peninsula East is the focal point of
the area. The sales gallery of Peninsula East covers an area of over
16,000 sq.ft. with an elegant and modern design, demonstrating a
sense of metropolis. Stepping into the foyer, visitors are impressed
by French artist Arik Levy’s famous sculpture “Rock Triple Fusion
Vertical”. The museum alike sales gallery blends the art and culture
with living. Club Wheelock members were invited to the preview
and were privileged to enjoy an exclusive 3% discount on property
purchase.

Lex Coffee - A combination of Art and Coffee
Wheelock Properties partnered with specialty café Lex Coffee to provide a social platform for art
and coffee lovers at Wheelock Gallery West. The design concept of the café is inspired by residential
development Lexington Hill, featuring natural wood and stone to create a home alike environment.
Comprised of more than a thousand coffee beans, a bold expression of the relationship between
art and coffee, the coffee bean art on the feature wall is a creation from the students of Hong Kong
Design Institute.
Both coffee and art take time to taste, appreciate and learn. Wheelock Gallery West will be an ideal
place for various art and culture activities to inspire a new perspective of living space. Come and
explore all the possibilities that coffee and art could inspire you. Furthermore, Club Wheelock Premier
and Elite members enjoy 20% and 15% discount on a-la-carte menu at Lex Coffee respectively.

Lex Coffee serves rare specialty coffees with high-quality coffee beans from Guatemala
— Geisha Orange Honey, Blooming Geisha and Solar Noon Geisha, with different
degree of roast and brewing methods to bring out the origin’s characters and styles.

Lex Coffee: 100 Belcher’s Street, Kennedy Town

